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LIE ALGEBRAS AND HOPF ALGEBRAS

JOHN H. REINOEHL

For a finite-dimensional Lie algebra L over a field of
characteristic 0, the structure of the Hopf algebra of re-
presentative functions of L, ^ ( L ) , is known in some detail
from Hochschild, Illinois J. Math., 1959 and 1960. Depending
on these results, we demonstrate sufficient conditions for a
Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic 0 to be isomorphic to ^f(L) for some Lie algebra L.

Our Theorem 2.1 gives sufficient conditions for a Hopf algebra
A to be isomorphic to the algebra έ%f(L) of representative functions
for some Lie algebra L, and describes how L may be obtained. To
accomplish this, we rely on Hochschild's results concerning the struc-
ture of 34f{L) in [2] and [3]. For Theorem 2.1, suppose A is a Hopf
algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 such that
(1) A is an integral domain, (2) there is a group isomorphism p from
the additive group of the primitive elements P of A onto the mul-
tiplicative group Q of the group-like elements of A, (3) there is a
finitely-generated subalgebra B of A such that A is a free jB-module
with basis Q and y(B) c B 0 A, where 7 is the comultiplication of
A, and (4) the semisimple part Bs of B is a Hopf subalgebra of A
and has no proper affine unramified extension in any Hopf algebra
containing Bs. Then if L is the Lie subalgebra of the differentiations
on A consisting of those differentiations λ satisfying X(p(p)) = X(p)
for all elements p of P, A & £{f(L).

The preliminaries which follow define essential concepts and
describe the dualization process by which £έf(L) is obtained from
the universal enveloping algebra of L. Following the statement of
Theorem 2.1, the remainder of the paper, the subsequent propositions,
contribute to the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Since A is a Hopf algebra, the elements of A may be regarded
as representative functions of the Lie algebra of differentiations on
Af and hence by the restriction map, as representative functions of
L. In Proposition 2.2, we show that the map A —• £έf{L) so defined
is injective by an argument which in effect shows that the restriction
of L is algebraically dense in any finitely-generated Hopf subalgebra
of A containing B. The remainder of the paper shows that our map
A -> έ%f{L) is surjective. Proposition 2.3 shows that the image of
B8 is that portion of Sίf{L) annihilated by the radical of L by left
translation. Proposition 2.4 shows similarly that the image of F[P, Q]
is the portion of 3ίf{L) annihilated by [L, L] by left translation.
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In the proofs of the two propositions just named, the arguments
are concerned with a finitely-generated Hopf subalgebra of A con-
taining B, so the standard results of affine algebraic group theory
are available. Lemma 2.5 is a technical result based on decomposition
of submodules of έ%f(L). This contributes to an induction argument
that completes the demonstration that our map A —> βg?(L) is sur-
jective.

We rely on [4] for notation and basic results in the theory of
affine algebraic groups, and on [6] for results concerning pro-affine
algebraic groups. Analogous results were obtained for complex
analytic groups in [5]. This paper is a revised version of the author's
doctoral dissertation. The author wishes to express his gratitude
for the many suggestions offered by Dr. G. Hochschild, his disseration
advisor. The referee has also made a number of helpful suggestions.

1* Preliminaries* Let L be a Lie algebra over a field F. An
element of the dual space of the universal enveloping algebra ^(L)
of L which vanishes on an ideal of finite codimension is a represen-
tative function of L. The space of representative functions of L is
labeled <%?(L). A ^(L)-module structure for βέf(L) is defined for
elements u,ve %f(L) and / e §ϊ?{L) by (u f)(v) = f{vu) and (f-u)(v) =
f(uv). The maps f->u-f and f-^f-u are termed left and right
translations respectively.

An algebra will be assumed to have an identity element and a
Hopf algebra an antipode. A Hopf algebra structure may be defined
for ^(L) and the algebra and Hopf algebra structures of έ%f(JJ) are
induced by duality. The comultiplication of ^ ( L ) is the F-algebra
homomorphism d: %f(L) -» %f(L) (x) %f(L) defined by d(λ) = 1 <g) λ +
λ (x) 1 for all λ e L. Hence for f,he §ίf(L) and u e %f(L), (fh)(u) =
(f (8)h)(d(u)). Since d is cocommutative, the algebra multiplication
is commutative. If the elements of β^(L) (x) ̂ f(Jj) are regarded as
elements of the dual space of ^ ( L ) (g) ̂ ( L ) in the natural way, the
comultiplication 7: SίfiJS) —> Sίfijj) ®Stf(£i) is defined by the equation
7(/)(%(8)i>) = f(uv). The antipode z on ^ ( L ) is the F-algebra
antimorphism z: f?(L) —> 1&(L) defined for λ e L by z(X) = —λ, and
for / e J T ( L ) the antipode ζ is given by ζ(/) = /o«. Details for
the above are found in [7].

Let A be a Hopf algebra with comultiplication 7, counit ε and
antipode z over a field F. The F-algebra homomorphisms A —> F
constitute a pro-affine algebraic group labeled &{A)f with group
operations given by g±g2 — (g1 (x) g2) © 7, g-1 = g o z and 1G = e. If A is
commutative and finitely-generated as an algebra, i.e., affine, &(A)
is an affine algebraic group. The ^-multiples of the identity element
of an algebra or Hopf algebra will be termed constants. The dif-
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ferentiations on A are the linear maps A —> F which annihilate the
constants and satisfy for any elements al9 a2 e A, δ(axa2) = δ(c&!)ε(α2) +
εia^δidz). The differentiations on A determine a Lie algebra labeled

or Sf{^{A)) with Lie algebra bracket given by [δu δ2] =

2* Lie algebras and Hopf algebras. Prior to the statement of
our main result, we state some essential definitions. The primitive
elements of a Hopf algebra A over a field F with comultiplication
7 are those elements p such that y(p) — l®p + p®l. These elements
form an F-submodule of A and also an additive subgroup, hence an
.F-group. The group-like elements are those nonzero elements q
which satisfy y(q) — g (x) q. The group-like elements of A form a
subgroup of the group of units of A: if ζ is the antipode of A and
q is group-like, then q~ι = ζ(q).

The primitive elements of £t? (L) are those elements which
annihilate the constants and L2%S(L). A primitive element p of
Si?{IS) may hence be regarded as a Lie algebra homomorphism L —>
F. We then define exp(p) as the unique homomorphism of associative
algebras US (L) —> F such that exp(p)L = pΛ, where the subscript
denotes restriction to L. A homomorphism of associative algebras
^{L)—>F is a group-like element of Sίf{L).

If £ is a subspace of a Hopf algebra A with comultiplication 7,
5 will be termed left stable or Wgr/̂  stable if it satisfies, respectively,
7(2?) czB0 A or 7(2?) c i ^ S , and bistable if it is both left and right
stable. If B is bistable and closed under the antipode of A, B is
termed fully stable. If A is a Hopf algebra consisting of represen-
tative functions of a Lie algebra, these notions of right and left
stability are equivalent to stability under right and left translation,
respectively, by elements of ^ ( L ) . This equivalence also holds for
translation by elements of ^{A), where for gl9 g2e5?(A) and αeA,
gλ-a is defined by (gx a)(g2) = a(g2gύ, e tc.

Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field F such that 2?(A) separates
the elements of A; i.e., for any two distinct elements alf a2eA, an
element g of 2?(A) exists such that g(aλ) Φ g(a2). Label the F-space
generated by left translation of an element a of A by elements of
gf (A) as [α]. If [a] is semisimple as a representation space of 2^(A),
a is called a semisimple element of A. If B is a left stable sub-
algebra of A and F is of characteristic 0, then Bs, the space of
semisimple elements of J5, is also a left stable subalgebra of B. Bs

is termed the semisimple part of B.
By derivation we shall mean a linear map D from an algebra

A into an A-module Λf (usually also A) which annihilates the constants
and satisfies Dia^a^) = D(a^)a2 + a1D(a%), where al9 a2eA. Let A and
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B be affine .F-algebras such that A contains B and is finitely-generated
as a 2?-module. If for every A-module M, every IMinear derivation
A —> M is the zero map, then A is termed an affine unramified ex-
tension of B.

THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 such that: (1) A is an
integral domain) (2) there is a group isomorphism p of the additive
F-group P of the primitive elements of A onto the multiplicative
group Q of the group-like elements of A; (3) there is a finitely -
generated left-stable subalgebra B of A such that A = B[Q] and A
is a free B-module with basis Q; and (4) the semisimple part Bs of
B is fully stable and has no affine proper unramified extension in
any Hopf algebra containing B8.

Label as L the Lie subalgebra of £f(A) consisting of those ele-
ments λ which satisfy X(p(p)) = X(p) for all peP. Then A is
isomorphic to

Before starting the proof, we remark that the necessity of
(l)-(4), if A ** sefijj) for some L, is known from [1], [2], and [3].
For (1), see [2, pg. 501]; for (2), [3, pg. 617-618]; for (3), [3, Thm.
1]; and for (4), [2, Thm. 5.1] and [1, Thms. 3.1 and 4.1]. Hence
conditions (l)-(4) characterize those Hopf algebras A such that A p&

for some Lie algebra L.

Proof Let 7 be the comultiplication of A. For elements a e A
and d eJΪ?(A), the left translate d-a is defined to be (i®δ)°Ύ(a), where
i denotes the identity map; similarly, a-d = (β ®£)°7(α) If e is
the counit of A, then the canonical homomorphism θ: A-+βί?(Jΐf{A))
is given, for v,Gfp(jSf{A))f by {θ{a)}(u) = ε(u α). The translations
by elements of J?f(A) may be shown to be derivations on A.

Since F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and A
is an integral domain, fϊ(£f{A)) separates the elements of A, hence
the canonical map θ: A -» £&?(£(*(A)) is an injection. We define the
Hopf algebra map Φ: A -> S^{JL) by Φ(a) = θ(a)*a). In what follows,
we shall identify an element a of A with its image by θ and write
a(u) or u(a) for ε(u a).

We show PdB. Let p be a primitive element of A. Then p =
&o + Σ bqq where b0 and each bq are elements of B, and for each
q,qφl. We thus have j(p) = l®j> + p ® l = y(b0) + Σ yφq)(Q <8> ?)•
Since B is left stable and the elements of Q are free over B, neces-
sarily 7(60) = 1 0 V + b0 (g) 1. Consequently, if μ is the algebra
multiplication of A, μo(ε (g) i)°yφ0) — &o = i"°(ε (x) £)(1 (8) P + &o (8) 1) =
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p + e(60), hence p = b0.
Let δ be a differentiation on A. To demonstrate the existence

of an element λ e L which coincides with δ on B, define first λ(5) —
δ(b) for all beB. Since PcB and p:P-+Q is a bijective map, λ
may be defined on Q by Mp(p)) = δ(p) = λ(p). This is verified to
determine a differentiation on F[Q] since for any group-like element
q of 4̂, if ε is the counit of A, ε(q) = 1. Since A = i? (g) FfQ], *» *s

a differentiation on A, and evidently \B = δB and λ e L .
By the argument of [5, pg. 1145], which we don't repeat, if C

is a fully stable subalgebra of A containing B, then C = B[Q Π C].
Observe that for arbitrary elements p e P and qeQ,

) = 0 .

Thus [£f(A\ ^ ( A ) ] c L and L is an ideal of £f(A).

PROPOSITION 2.2. The kernel of Φ is (0).

Proof. Label the kernel of Φ by /; I is an ideal of A. Assume
/ is not (0) and let a = ΣΓ=i btQi e -B[Q], with each &< ^ 0 , be a non-
zero element of / chosen with n as small as possible. Since aqϊ1 e /,
we may assume q1 = 1. Let C be the smallest fully stable subalgebra
of A containing B[q2, , qn]. Since B[q2, , g j is finitely-generated,
C is also finitely-generated. Since C contains B, the definition of
the Lie subalgebra L of Sf{A) implies that the restriction map
L-^Lc is injective. Label S (̂C) by G and let GL be the smallest
algebraic subgroup of G whose Lie algebra contains Lc. Denote by
Y the stabilizer of C f] I in G with respect to left translation; then
Y is an algebraic subgroup of G and Sf( Y) is the stabilizer of C Π /
in Sf{βr) by left translation. Since L clearly stabilizes C Π /, Sf{Y) 3
I/^ and thus Fi^G^ so GL stabilizes CD/.

We now show B Π I = (0). 1^ is an ideal of £f(G) hence for
any ue%S(Lc) and se.S^(G), s^ = us + v, where ve^(Lc). For
any element b eB Γ\ I, we have (s b)(u) = δ(us) = 6(SM — v) = δ(s^) =
s{u b). An element XeLc exists such that XB — ŝ , whence s(u-b) =
X(u-b) = b(Xu) = 0 so we we conclude that s-beB f) I. This implies
that b is zero on ^(^f(G))f hence on G; thus 6 = 0 and B Π I = (0).

It follows that &x is nonzero on ^(Lc) and hence on Gx. Thus
translating our element α 6 C f] I on the left by an element of GL,
it is seen that we may assume &i(lG) Φ 0, and multiplying by a
constant, that δ^l^) = 1. Then for any # e GLy

g a = g b, + Σ (0

Since (#.fojα — 6X(^.a) is an element of C c 7 , we obtain from the
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minimality of n that (g bja — b^g-a) — 0. Hence for all i between
2 and n, (g bt)bi(lβ) = b^g-b^q^g). Evaluating this expression for
g = 1G, we obtain:

(1) &i(flθδ*(l*) = bMQM for all geGL.

For the duration of this proposition, for any element ceC, we shall
denote the restriction CGL by c\ Since 6i(lff) = 1, α ^ &2, so w > 1.
There exists peP such that p{p) = #2 ̂  1, and thus p =£ 0. Then
for i — 2, we may write (1) as b[b2(lG) = b'2p(pY. Now consider the
ideal K of B' consisting of those elements V e Bf such that b'p(p)' e
B\ Considering the left translates of b'2p(pY by elements of GL,
since B' is left stable, it is seen that K has no zeros in GL. By a
previous remark, C = B® F[Q Π C], so for the polynomial algebra
C" of GL, we have C = Bf (g) F[Q Π C]'. Thus every .F-algebra
homomorphism Br —> F is the evaluation at an element of Gz. Since
Bf is finitely-generated, it follows that K — B* and thus p(p)f 6 J5'.

We now show the existence of a differentiation δ on C such that
δ(p') Φ δ(p(pY). We accomplish this by showing that p' and p(p)r

are algebraically independent. In that case, pr is algebraically free
over F[p(p)\ p(—p)'] and thus a differentiation δ may be defined on
F[p', p(pY, p(-PΪ] such that δ(p') - 1 and δ(^(p)') = δ ^ - p ) ' ) - 0.
Since F[p\ p(pY, p(—pY] is fully stable, applying first Theorem 6.4
and then Theorem 7.5 of [4], one shows that δ may be extended to C".

Assume that pf and p{pY are algebraically dependent. ^{^f{A))
separates the elements of A and any primitive element of A annihi-
lates F and ^f{Af^{^f{A)). Since p Φ 0, there is necessarily a
σe^f(i l) such that σ(p) = 1. Choose v e L such that v5 = σB, then
v(p') = v(p(pY) — 1. Translating on the left by v, we obtain a de-
rivation Z) on C"; D(p') = v p' = 1 and D{p{pY) = v ^ p ) ' = p(p)'. By
assumption, we have polynomials fi(t)eF[t] such that:

(2) ΣUp')[p(p)Ύ = o .
1 = 0

We choose m as small as possible with not all ft = 0. Since [pipYY1 —
p(—pYeC, we may assume that fo(t) Φ 0. Applying D k times to
(2), we obtain

Σ/i*(2>')[|0(p)T = 0, where /i0(ί) = /,(i) and /<J+ι(<) = ΐ/«(ί) +

/5(Q; /* denotes the formal derivative of / .

For large enough k, necessarily fQk(t) = 0. The minimality of m then
implies that for each i, fik(t) = 0. From our recursion formula, it is
clear, if i > 0 and j > 0, that if fiό{t) = 0, then /^.^ί) = 0, so 9t = 0.
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In this case, if fQ(t) is of degree r, applying D r — 1 times to fQ(p') =
0, we obtain p' = 0, a contradiction, so pf and ^(j/) are algebraically
independent.

Let S be a differentiation on C such that δ(p') Φ δ(p(p)') and let
π be the restriction map C —> C". Then <5 o 7Γ is a differentiation on
C. On BaC, δoπ coincides with some element XβL. Moreover,
since p(p)r eB', a b eB exists such that 6' = p(p)f. Since λ annihilates
the kernel of π, λ induces a differentiation λ° on C" such that λ° oπ =
λ; for any ceC, λ°(c') = λ(c). Therefore:

= λ°(δ') = λ(δ) = (δoττ)(6) - δ(δ') -

Also: x(p) = (δoπ)(p) = d(p'). Thus λ(/θ(p)) ^ λ(p). This is contrary
to the definition of L, so the assumption that I is nonzero is false.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.

Label by J the subspace of £f{A) consisting of those differentia-
tions which annihilate B. Then J is a Lie subalgebra of Jt?(A)
because B is left stable. Since the elements of J annihilate the
primitive elements of A, J n L = (0), but since [/, J] czL, it follows
that J is abelian. For an element δe£f(A), let λ be the element
of L such that bB ~ XB; then 8 — λ e J. Thus we obtain the semidirect
sum decomposition J2?(A) = L + J. From now on, we label the
radical of J*f(A) by R and the radical of L by N. J&'(L)N signifies
the portion of 3ίf{lϊ) annihilated by left translation by N.

Let G and Gf be connected affine algebraic groups over an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic 0. Then a rational surjection
G' —> G with a finite kernel is a group covering of G, and G is simply
connected if every group covering of G has a trivial kernel.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Φ(BS) = βίf(L)N.

Proof. Let B* be the smallest fully stable subalgebra of A
containing B. Then 5* is finitely-generated, hence the fully stable
sublagebra Bs of B* is also finitely-generated. Label the represen-
tation of j5f(A) on Bs induced by left translation as τ. From the
bistability of Bs it follows that / annihilates Bs by left translation
so /cker( r ) .

From condition (4) of Theorem 2.1, Ss(B8) is a simply-connected,
reductive, affine algebraic group [1, Thm. 4.1]. Hence %?(B8)/[S?(B8),
&(BS)] is a simply-connected, reductive, abelian and therefore trivial
affine algebraic group [1, Thm. 2.3], so S (̂BS) is semisimple. By
arguments analogous to [6, Thm. 2.1], every differentiation on Bs

may be extended to a differentiation on A, because Bs is fully stable.
Hence ^(A)/ker(r) ^ £f(Bs), so i ίcker(τ).
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Since L is an ideal of £f(A), N c R, so iVcker(r) Π L. We
now show ker(τ) Π L — N. Let S be any maximal semisimple Lie
subalgebra of L; then L = N + S and ker(τ) Π L = N + (ker(τ)ΠS).
Since [S, S] = S, the action of S on Q by left translation is trivial.
Hence ker(τ)ΠS acts trivially by left translation on J5β[JB*nQ] which
is readily verified to be B?, the semisimple part of £*. The kernel of
the restriction Lie algebra homomorphism £f(B*) —> £f(βΐ) is exactly
the Lie algebra of the unipotent radical of &(B*), hence the action
of ker(τ) Π S on J3* by left translation is locally nilpotent. On the
other hand, ker(τ) Π S is a semisimple Lie algebra so the action of
ker(τ) Π S on B* is trivial. Since S acts trivially on Q, we have
ker(τ) Γϊ S = (0), and hence ker(τ) Π L = N. It was observed that
Jcker(τ) , consequently [L (A), J] c ker (τ) Π N, hence J + N is a
solvable ideal of £f(A). Therefore £?(A)/(J + N) = (J + L)/(J + N) p»
L/N, and so R = J + N. Since ker(τ) ill/ = JV, we infer that
£f{B8)^LjN. Since iVcker(τ), we have Φ{B8)a^{L)N.

The canonical projection ^ ( L ) -> %S(L/N) dualizes to the natural
Hopf algebra injection <^(L/N) -> £έ?(L), the image of which is
•&(£)*. Since ^(^(L/N)) « L/iV [1, Thm. 6.1], the injection Φ: Bs ->
<§ίf{L)N induces a surjective rational homomorphism Γ: ^{SίfiJSf) -^
&(BB) whose differential is a Lie algebra isomorphism. Hence Γ is a
group covering. But by hypothesis (4) and [1, Thm. 4.1], &(B8) is
simply connected, hence Φ(BS) = £έf(L)N. This completes the proof
of Proposition 2.3.

Label S^(JB*) as D. The Lie subalgebra LB* of £f(JD) is isomorphic
to L, hence unless otherwise noted, L will be identified with LB*.
The Lie subalgebra JB* of J*f(D) will be labeled J'; it is seen that
Jf consists of those elements of £?(D) that are 0 on J5. Since the
restriction map is surjective [cf: 6, Thm. 2.1], we obtain the semidirect
sum decomposition J*f(D) = L + J1'. Since B is left stable, the
differentiations which are O o n ΰ coincide with those which annihilate
B by right translation. Therefore, if X denotes the right fixer of
B in D, then X is an algebraic subgroup of D whose Lie algebra is
J ' . From the decomposition B* = B (x) F[B* Π Q], it may be inferred
that X and &(F[B* Π (?]) are isomorphic as affine algebraic groups.
Since F[B* Π Q] is a fully stable subalgebra of B*, it follows that
F[B* Π Q] is finitely-generated. Since .F[I?* Π Q] is generated by its
group-like elements, X is a reductive, abelian, affine algebraic group.

Consider a standard semidirect product decomposition D = Du-M,
where M is a maximal reductive subgroup of D chosen to contain
X and Du is the unipotent radical of D. Since ^ ( I ) D J ' , we
have the semidirect sum decomposition «Sf (Λf) = (£f(M) Π L) + J'.
If we label .Sf(Af) (ΊL as S, since 5 S is fully stable, we obtain
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= £f(M)Ba = SBs + Jβs = SSe. The reductive component AT of
D is represented faithfully on B* = 2?. <g) -FLB* D Q], therefore, in
particular, S is also represented faithfully on Bί. For any primitive
element p e B*, p(Af) = 0, so p(S) — 0. Thus, since SaL, for any
element g e 5 * Π Q , we have g(S) = 0. Consequently, the represen-
tation of S on F[B* Π Q] is trivial, and S is represented faithfully
on B8. Hence S f* SBs = j£f(B9) and S is semisimple. It is clear
that S is a maximal semisimple Lie subalgebra of J*f(D) and hence
of L.

If DL is the smallest algebraic subgroup of D whose Lie algebra
contains L, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that the D -̂fixed portion
of B* is the constants. Thus DL = D, so by [4, Prop. 13.1], \£fφ\
£f(D)] = [L, L]. Label the radical [L, N] af [L, L] by T. Then Γ
is a nilpotent ideal of both L and ^ ( D ) and Γ c ^ ( ΰ J ; note also
that [L, L] = [S, S] + [L,N] = S+ T. We label by Dτ and Ds the
algebraic subgroups of D whose Lie algebras are T and S respectively.
It is seen that the algebraic subgroup DSDT coincides with [D, D],
Since MDT ZD DSDT it follows that MDT is a normal algebraic subgroup
of D and D/MDT is an abelian, unipotent affine algebraic group, i.e.,
an algebraic vector group. The polynomial functions of an algebraic
vector group are generated by the homomorphisms of that group
into F+. This leads to the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Φ(F[P, Q]) is the natural image of S(f{L\\Ly L\)
in £ί?(Jj)t and the exponential map of 3ίf{L) is given by Φ°poφ-1

on the primitive elements Φ(P) of

Proof. The .F-space of primitive elements of JB* is the space P
of primitive elements of A. Considered as functions on D, these
elements are exactly the elements of Hom(Z), F+). Since the sub-
group MDT of D is necessarily in the kernel of any such homomor-
phism, one easily verifies that P = Kom(D/MDTf F+). Thus F[P]
is the algebra of polynomial functions of DjMDτ and ^f{DjMDτ) is
simply £f(F[F\). Since £f(D) = L + J ' = N + S + J'f and <Sf{MDτ) =
T+S+J', we see that S^{Ό\MΏT) can also be written as {L\\L, L])FiPl

or (N/T)FίPh Thus Φ(F(P)) is the algebra of all ^(L)-nilpotent
representative functions of L that are trivial on [L, L]. Further,
Φ(P) is the F-space of primitive elements of e§ίf{L)iLM, which is
the image of 3tf{L\\L, L]) by the natural injection.

Now consider the elements of p(P) = Q. For any element p of
P, if XeLa£f(A), then by definition of L9\(p) = \(ρ(p)). Thus
Φ(p(p)) is a group-like element of Sίf(L) with the property that
Φ(P(P))L = Φ(P)L- It follows from our remarks concerning the exponen-
tials of 3(?{JS) in the introduction that Φ(p(p)) = exp(Φ(p)).
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From [2, pg. 519], 3έf{L\\L, L\) is generated by its primitive
elements and the exponentials of its primitive elements. Thus
Φ{F[P, Q]) coincides with the image of Jg^(L/[L, L]) by the natural
injection. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4.

Lemma 2.5 is necessary for the induction argument which follows.

LEMMA 2.5. Let K be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over F
and suppose there exists a semidirect sum decomposition K = H + V
where V is one-dimensional and H is an ideal of K. Let CΊ and C2

be any left V-stable HSίf {K)-submodules of 2ίf(K) containing H

such that (CJπH) ~ (C2)^{H)- Then d = C2.

Proof. Since V is one-dimensional, the elements of H£έf{K) have
the form Σ*U #*£>*, where p is a nonzero primitive element and the
XiB are linear combinations of the elements exp(αp) where aeF [2,
pg. 519].

Let a be an element of V such that σ(p) = 1. Let E be the F-
algebra of F-linear endomorphisms of H<§^(K) that is generated by
left translation by σ and multiplication by elements exp(αp). We
shall show in two stages of induction that for any nonzero element
u of HSίf(K), there is an element e of E such that e(u) = 1. First
consider an F-linear combination of elements exp(αp), say x ~
Σ?=i/3iexp(αj>), where each aif βiβF and the a/s are distinct. If
k = 1, an endomorphism e such that e{x) — 1 clearly exists. If k > 1,
then s x — akx is a linear combination of k — 1 elements, so the
result follows in this case from the induction assumption.

Now consider u = Σ?=o x%Pl with each xt a linear combination of
elements exp(αp) and xn Φ 0. Our result is known in the case n =
0. If n > 0, pick an element e of E such that e(xn) = 1. Then
a straightforward calculation shows that e(xnp

n) = p% + {terms in
smaller powers of p}, so e{u) = pn + Σ S 1 X'Φ*, with the x\ being new
linear combinations of the exponentials. Translating by σ, σ e(u) =
(n + σ-x'n-^pn-χ + {terms in smaller powers of p}. Since σ x^ cannot
be a constant other than 0, σ e(u) has degree n — 1 in p. Hence
the desired conclusion follows from the inductive hypothesis.

Let C be any left F-stable H^f (K)-submodule of 3ff{K) containing
B3if(K). We show C = B<βέ?(K) ® Cv. Suppose that C contains
elements not in H3έ?{K) ®CV. Then, since β^(K) = K^{K) ® JT(K)v

[2, pg. 515], we may pick a nonzero element c = Σ U ^ ^ ^ e
C\*^(iO(x)C F with ^e^srCSQ, ^ e ^ T ( i ί ) F and r as small as
possible. From the minimality of r, it is immediate that no vt is
contained in Cv and the ut

9s are linearly independent. Necessarily
also, if r > 1, no nontrivial linear combination of the v/s is contained
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in Cv. If this were so, multiplying by a constant and reordering if
necessary, we would have w = v1 + Σί=2 βiVt where w eCv and βteF
for all i. Then the element c - w (x) ̂  of CV^OδQ (x) CF, which is
nonzero since the u/s are linearly independent, could be written as
the sum of r — 1 terms.

Choose an element eeE such that e(ur) = 1. Then from the
definition of i?, e(c) = Σl=ί β(tt4) (x) v< + ur e C. If for each i, e(v,i) e F,
then

e(c) = Σ e(WiK eCίl J>^(iί)F = CΓ

an immediate contradiction, so we assume that some e(ut) 0 F. Then
r > 1 and

is nonzero. Since σ*e(c) can be written with fewer than r terms,
σ-e(fi)eH£ίr(K) (x) Cv. Thus if cr e(c) is written in the form
ΣJ=i ^ί ® ̂ i where the elements u) are jP-linearly independent ele-
ments of Hέ%f(K) and the w/s are nontrivial ί'-linear combinations
of the Vi's, necessarily each wό e Cv. This is again a contradiction.

Thus in particular, Ct =
 H^f{K) (x) C[ and C2 -

 H£έf(K) (x) C2

F.
Combining these equations with our hypothesis, {C[)W{H) — {C^{H) —
(C2)*HH) — (CD^iH)- From the semidirect sum decomposition K = V +
if, the restriction maps Cf —> (C[)^{H) are bijective for ΐ = 1, 2. Thus
we obtain that C[ == C[ and C± = C2. This completes the proof of
Lemma 2.5.

Recall that N is the radical of L and consider a chain of F-
subspaces of L: HQ = Γ c cfZίd cifm = ΛΓ for which the
dimension of ί ί i + 1 is one greater than that of Hi for all i. Since
[#„ HJI c [Hi9 Hi+1] c [L, iV] c T, H, is a Lie subalgebra of L and an
ideal of Hi+1 for all i. We employ induction on i to show that

- (*A)*(H<)> in particular for Ht - iSΓ. By [2, pg. 516],
is the algebra of all representative functions of Hi whose

restrictions to ^ ( Γ ) are nilpotent representative functions of T, i.e.,
representative functions of T for which the i^-space of left ^ ( r e -
translates is nilpotent as a left ^(Γ)-module.

Corresponding to the semidirect product decomposition D = M Duy

we have the tensor product decomposition B* — MB*(g)B*Du, where MB*
is the right M-fixed part of B*. (MB*)Dτ is the algebra of polynomial
functions of the unipotent affine algebraic group DTf hence, regarded
as representative functions on ̂ ( T ) , (MB*)^ίτ) consists of the nilpotent
representative functions of T. Recall that SA is the right S-an-
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nihilated part of A. Since sAz)MB*, it follows that (sA)f/{T)Z)(MB*)?nτ) =
3έf{JL)vm ̂  (SA)^{T), which establishes the case i = 0.

For k<m, if σ is any element of Hk+1\Hk, we choose V —Fa and
apply Lemma 2.5. Clearly (5A)^(Hfc+l) and £έf(L)^{Hk+l) are left F-stable.
Also, recalling from Proposition 2.4 that J5f(F[P]) can be written as
(N/T)Fip-\9 it is seen from [2, pg. 519] that

Hk^(Hk+1) = {Ή\F[P, Q]))mHk+l)a(sA)mHk+l) .

Therefore the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 2.5 give

(

Thus we obtain (8A)&lN) = ^^(L)^(^). In view of the semidirect sum
decomposition L = N + S, it follows that Φ(SA) = *^T(L) w ^ ( L V ( J ) .

Finally, Φ(A) = Φ(SA)Φ(B8) = s^{L)£έ? (L)N = ^T(L). Hence Φ
is surjective, and therefore Φ is indeed a Hopf algebra isomorphism
A-^£$f{L) and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
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